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Talking Points
 Ultrasounds do not improve fetal outcome, but researches did find “that routine ultrasounds led
to more expensive prenatal care, adding more than $1 billion to the cost of caring for pregnant
women in America each year.” (47)
 The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) recommends “that
obstetricians discuss the advantages and disadvantages of having an ultrasound with pregnant
patients.” The ACOG does not explicitly recommend ultrasound screenings. The screenings can
be useful in identifying fetuses “incompatible with life,” but that ultrasound has “not been
proven to be effective for reducing infant mortality in any other way.” (47)
 Research by Pasko Rakic, M.D., a neuroscientist at Yale University School of Medicine, in 2006
found that prenatal exposure to ultrasound waves changed the behavior of neurons in the
developing brains of mice. Rakic and his team noticed that “a smaller percentage of cells
migrated to the upper cortal layers of the mouse brain and a larger percentage to the lower
layers and white matter.” (47) While this altered neuron activity was not fully understood, Rakic
did conclude that “all nonmedical use of ultrasound on pregnant women should be avoided.
‘We should be using the same care with ultrasound as with X-rays,’ Rakic cautioned.” (47)
 Another neurologist, the endowed chair at the University of Louisville in Kentucky, Manuel
Casanova, agrees. He contends that “ultrasound exposure is the main environmental factor
contributing to the exponential rise in autism.” (48)
 Dr. Casanova, in a search to isolate the differences between autistic and non-autistic brains,
finding variations in the ways neurons work together (“minicolumns”) as well as cell migration
to the cortex. Casanova uses the analogy of a shower curtain keeping water in the bathtub. If
the migration of the cells doesn’t happen in the correct relationship, the information from the
“minicolumns” will “suffuse out to surrounding cells, causing a chain reaction that can result in
seizures [a symptom suffered by at least one third of autistic individuals by the time they reach
puberty.]” (49) (For a more full discussion of the scientific explanation, see pgs. 48-49)
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 The cells most affected by ultrasound waves— stem cells in the brain that divide and migrate.
Therefore, Casanova hypothesizes that ultrasound exposure may trigger cells to divide and
migrate when they’re not supposed to.
 Margulis tells us that 1 in 88 children in American have been diagnosed on the autism spectrum,
and various other industrialized countries are seeing similar increases. The one thing these
countries all seem to have in common is the use of ultrasound in routine prenatal care.
Resources
Full references for each article are available at http://pathwaystofamilywellness.org/references.html
Exploring the possibilities of ultrasound causing autism - http://www.ultrasound-autism.org/
An informational and support site on declining ultrasounds - http://www.declineultrasound.org/
Did you know you can search previous Pathways articles by exact word or phrase? Here’s “autism” and
the many results http://pathwaystofamilywellness.org/Search.html?ordering=&searchphrase=exact&searchword=autism
Dr. Jeanne Ohm “Common Obstetrical Procedures and Their Link to Autism.” Pathways 21, Spring 2009.
Web.
pathwaystofamilywellness.org/component/option,com_crossjoomlaarticlemanager/Itemid,225/lang,en/
view,crossjoomlaarticl+emanager/
ACOG’s guidelines for use of ultrasound during pregnancy state, “Ultrasonography is safe for the fetus when
used appropriately and when medical information about a pregnancy is needed; however, ultrasound energy
delivered to the fetus cannot be assumed to be completely innocuous. Diagnostic levels of ultrasonography can
produce physical effects, such as mechanical vibrations (referred to as cavitation), or an increase in tissue
temperature under laboratory conditions.” http://www.guideline.gov/content.aspx?id=14180
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